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Abstract Z* effective nuclear charge
S electric permittivity

A numerical scheme was used to solve the one Eo - vacuum electric permittivity
dimensional energy equation for the case of a En - atomic energy level of n'th state
microwave-heated planar propagating plasma. -= thermal conductivity
Results for the propagation velocity, temperature Uo - vacuum magnetic permeability
profiles and the absorbed power were obtained for v - frequency
Helium and Hydrogen at incident power levels p - gas density
ranging from 100 - 7000 W at a frequency of 2.45 Po - gas density at inlet gas temperature
GHz for a waveguide of 7.214 x 3.404 cm cross Ppl - gas density at maximum gas temperature
sectional area. A radiation term was included in a - electrical conductivity
the energy equation in order to estimate heat 81 - ionization potential
radiation losses from the plasma. The results for w - angular frequency
the propagation velocities were compared to 0 - unit vector in direction of photon emission
experimentally obtained data in Helium for a
waveguide of the same dimensions and the same
microwave frequency as mentioned above.

Introduction

Orbit raising and maneuvering missions for
future space systems, which will be characterized

Nomenclature by increased mass compared to state of the art
systems, will demand more fuel efficient

ao  - Bohr radius propulsion concepts. Various investigations 1

Cp = specific heat regarding these mission types have shown that a
c - speed of light specific impulse of 1000 to 2000 seconds for these
E - strength of electric field advanced propulsion systems would be required for
Eo - incident strength of electric field maximum payload mass fraction. Several advanced
e - electron charge propulsion thrusters which would meet these
n Plank tical eight requirements are resistojets, arcjets, laser

I spectral radiation intensity propulsion and microwave propulsion.
v

I - spectral intensity of radiative equilibrium Resistojets suffer from relatively lowmaximum specific impulse, approximately 1000

k - spectral absorption coefficient seconds, and arcjets show lifetime related
v problems due to the use of electrodes which are

k - Boltzmann constant exposed to the plasma and therefore experience
m = electron mass erosion. Laser-propulsion systems will have low
n principal quantum number coupling efficiencies due to the absorption

n rinia ueprocess of high-frequency radiation. The fact
NA - number density of atoms that the power does not have to be generated on

AG - number density of atoms in ground state the spacecraft but may be transmitted to it is
Ne - electron number density sometimes regarded as an advantage. However, this
PR - radiated power power transmission leads to additional problems
Pabs ' absorbed power such as absorption, refraction and divergence of
Qel,A = atomic electron partition function the laser beam in the atmosphere. Various
T = temperature concepts of microwave propulsion systems have been
t - time under consideration for more than a decade now2 .
u = velocity Besides the previously studied resonant cavity
uo  - gas inlet velocity configuration 3 , a second scheme shall be
upl plasma velocity Investigated here where the gas flows into a
z = axial distance waveguide through which the microwave power is
Z - nuclear charge being transmitted, creating a plasma front (Fig.

1). The reason for the study of this absorption
mode is that the highest experimentally measured

*Graduate Research Assistant. gas temperatures were achieved in the waveguide
*Associate Professor, Member AIAA. mode of absorption, thus possibly providing a
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For higher pressures and relatively high
Sipower levels the ionization process is provided by

MICROWAVE - another multistep reaction, leading to another
PROP L propagation mode with the highest velocity

r^ JA magnitudes: electrons are created by resonant
POWER __S radiation emission from the already existing

SM plasma, however, due to the high incident power
GAS A level and lower electron mean free paths, these

electrons are now responsible for the ionization
process. This mode may lead to a maximum
propagation velocity as soon as the collision
frequency of the electron-atom interaction equals

Fig. 1 Absorption-mechanism in travelling the microwave frequency, providing maximum
waveguide plasma ionization rate. This maximum is dependent on the

collision frequency and therefore on the gas. The
process of creating a plasma wave, which travels
towards the microwave source is the same as

higher specific impulse than for the resonant before.
cavity mode. Batenin et.al. report temperatures
up to 11000 K for 4500 W incident power and a Both resonant radiation processes could be
microwave frequency of 6 GHz. verified by Bethke and Ruess by placing solid

windows in the gas containing glass tube. By
Observations of these microwave induced using LiF and Tedlar windows allowing transmission

ionization fronts in waveguide components were of wavelengths > 1100 A and >2000 A respectively
initially made by Beust and Ford in 19615. It was and observing that the plasma wave was not stopped
noted that arcs created in high peak power by the LiF but by the Tedlar window yielded a
transmitters tended to travel towards the resonant radiation between 1100 A and 2000 A,
microwave source. In air propagation velocities which passes through the LiF window and causes
of 0.25 m/s to 6 m/s and a dissipation of 75% of photoionization on the other side. However,
the incident power were measured. Bethke and Bethke and Ruess 6 

noted that in this case
Ruess 6 

then conducted detailed investigations of wall-photolonization is dominant compared to gas
plasma front propagations in heavy inert gases. photoionization.
Here, propagation velocities as high as 10 5 

m/s
were registered. Also different modes of The third propagation mode common in heavy
propagation with considerably different inert gases resulting in propagation velocity
propagation velocities dependent on pressure and magnitudes between the two mentioned modes occurs
input power range were observed. Batenin et.al. 7  

at lower pressure but high incident microwave
could confirm these large velocities for noble power. The underlying process in this case is
gases, however recorded much smaller values in electron diffusion from the plasma, causing
case of Helium4

,8 where propagation velocities of ionization by impact on gas atoms or in case of
below 1 m/s for pressures greater than 0.7 atm and very high power levels on the test.section walls
1200 W input power were reported. All experiments as well, causing a very strong increase of plasma
showed a dependence of the propagation velocity on velocity with increasing power in this range. In
gas pressure, incident power and gas composition. this case the propagation velocities might even

exceed the ones caused by the electron ionization
Explanations for this behavior, especially due to resonant radiation mode. Again a plasma

concerning the different propagation modes suggest wave travelling towards the microwave source is
five different propagation mechanisms: created.

(a) heat conduction The electron diffusion process suggests a
(b) radiative ionization due to resonant stabilization procedure of the plasma

6
; by

radiation applying a tranverse magnetic field, the plasma
(c) electron ionization due to resonant radiation propagation should come to a halt due to
(d) electron diffusion Lorentz-force action on the electrons. However,
(e) microwave breakdown this is only true for magnetic fields of several

hundred Gauss, for higher field magnitudes (600 G)
The two resonant radiation and the electron the propagation velocity even increases. The

diffusion mode were given by Bethke and Ruess6 to 'reason therefore is that on the one hand the
explain the propagation modes in heavy inert gases. electron diffusion is stopped, on the other hand
At lower pressures (< 3 Torr) and relatively low strong magnetic fields cause splitting of spectral
incident power levels the radiative ionization lines due to the Zeeman-effect. Reabsorption of
process was dominant: resonant radiation from the resonant quanta, which are still emitted by the
already existing plasma is emitted in all plasma become therefore less likely resulting in
directions causing photoionization in the colder longer mean free paths for these quanta and larger
parts of the gas (wall photoionization is propagation velocities.
negligible in this case). The microwave power is
therefore absorbed in a sheath in front of the Microwave breakdown will occur when for a
original plasma towards the microwave source, usually very low gas pressure the electric field
creating a new ionization front here and is strong enough to cause the ignition of a plasma
extinguishing the plasma behind this sheath. The at those places in the waveguide where the E-field
result is a plasma wave travelling towards the has a maximum. Due to the absorption of the
microwave source. Due to higher gas densities at electric field in those plasma regions closer to
the line center of the plasma the resonance quanta the microwave source the discharge further
have lower mean free paths here and the resonant downstream extinguishes and the plasma seems to
radiation will therefore diffuse faster towards flash through the quartztube towards the power
the boundaries of the plasma, creating a source. However, it should be pointed out, that
filamentary shape which was also observed by this is not a propagation of a plasma wave as in
Batenin

6
. The actual ionization process is a the cases mentioned above.

multistep reaction, which requires less energy per
reaction step.
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Investigations of Helium, Nitrogen and air by In addition, a radiation term was included in
Batenin et.al4 '8 ,9 and air by Beust and Ford5 ,  the governing energy equation so as to determine
however, showed much lower propagation velocities the effects of radiation losses on the
than in all cases reported for heavy inert gases. calculations. The form of the radiation term was
Explanations for processes contributing to this taken from a study by Kemp and Root 17 .
propagation mode have been given by Raizer 10 , Propagation velocity, maximum temperature and
Batenin et.al. 7 ,11 and Meierovich12; the percentage absorbed incident power was determined
dissipation of the incident microwave energy heats for both cases, radiative and nonradiative.
the plasma resulting in thermal conduction to the
colder gas sheath surrounding the plasma. This
heated gas sheath containing excited atoms now
becomes ionized by randomly emitted electrons from
the already existing plasma resulting in a Analytical Model
ionization front travelling towards the microwave
source. The steady-state, one dimensional,

incompressible energy equation neglecting
Another process which could explain the order viscosity is 1 0 ' 14 , 1 5

of magnitude of the propagation velocity was given
by Batenin et.al4; small amounts of Nitrogen dT d dT 1
added to Helium caused a dramatic decrease of the pu Cp - ) + X E (1)
propagation velocity. Assuming a resonant
radiation induced propagation mode this effecthere p is the gas density, u the propagation
could be explained by superelastic or second order velocity, i the thermal conductivity, a the
collisions between Helium and Nitrogen atoms. The electric conductivity, E the electric field, T theelectric conductivity, E the electric field, T the
excitation energy of the Helium atom is temperature of the gas and z the axial distance.
transferred into additional kinetic energy of the This equation can be transformed into a second
Nitrogen atom, therefore quenching the excitation order ordinary differential equation which again
state and decreasing the density of excited atoms is transformed into two first order o.d.e.'s'5 ,16
in the Helium gas resulting in a decrease of the
velocity of the discharge. The quenching process,
however, holds for the heat conduction model as dT T (2)
well, since the concentration of excited atoms dz
strongly influences the ionization rate and
therefore the plasma velocity also. The heat pu Cp T dA ' )2
conduction process seem to be more likely; a dT 2 I dT
magnetic field perpendicular to the plasma dz
velocity vector but parallel to the electric field
vector does not change the propagation velocity, which are solved using the boundary conditions
as soon as the B-field is perpendicular to both
the plasma velocity and the E-field the plasma T(0) - 300 K (4)
wave is decelerated and for a certain critical
B-field may even come to a halt 13 . The T'(0) - 0 (5)
conduction process is of course not influenced by
the 3-field, the randomly emitted electrons, In the case of a non-radiating plasma a third
however, will experience Lorentz-forces in the condition can be introduced16 :
second case and can therefore not ignite the
discharge in the sheath adjacent to the plasma. T'(-) - 0 (6)
If the ionization process is due to resonant
radiation the magnetic field might even enhance The Maxwell-equation to be solved for the
the propagation velocity because of the E-field is15,16:
Zeeman-effect as explained above.

Theoretical models for the different modes of 72E = U + u (7)
propagation have been developed by Raizer

1 0 , o at o a 2
Meierovich12 , and Myshenkov and Raizer 14 . The
analytical calculations by Raizer and Meierrovich and
for the heat conduction governed propagation mode
in air show relatively good agreement with the am
experiment, while an analytical model for resonant - (e (3)
radiation modes gives velocities by a factor of 0o
4-7 too small 14 due to simplifications in the e
solution process. In particular, the different For sinusoidal electric fields Knecht15 gives thepropagation modes could not be reproduced. result

Since the gases relevant for space propulsion
are mainly Hydrogen and Helium for both of which E = E e-Sz cos(z) - iE e- z sin (az) (9)
the heat conduction model results in good o o
agreement with previous ex eriments, the governing
equations given by Raizer 1 are solved by a with
numerical calculation using a fifth-sixth order
Runge-Kutta scheme. The calculations are done for
Hydrogen and Helium gas at both 1 and 10 atm a = 1 [- { / I + (-) 2  

]/2 (10)
pressure for different microwave power levels 2 Ew
between 100 and 7000 W at 2.45 GHz frequency and a
rectangular waveguide of 7.214x3.40

4 
cm cross __

sectional area. Previously obtained results
15

,
16  0 = o / 1 + -

2  -1)

were improved by using new data sets. 2 2 EW
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resulting in where the temperature is given in eV. C1 and C2
are given for 1 atm as CI-2.404, C2-2.0 and for 10

S-2z atm as C1-2.404 and C2-1.3. The relation
E - E 2 

e
2 8z

The absorbed power is then given by N A (21)
AG Qel,A

S 1/2 zf I d (13 was used in Eqn. 20, introducing the total number
abs J dz () density of atoms NA and the atomic electron

0 partition function

C - C

Q el,A gn exp (-n-- 1) (22)
Radiation Losses el,A nk

The radiative transfer equation is 18  
with

1 i 2
-- + * VI - k ' (I - I ) (14) - 2 1
c at v v vp v ^ = Z (1 - -) (23)

o n

with a, being the Bohr-radius and gn is the statistical
weight of the n'th state.

-hv/kTk '- k ( - -h/kT (15)v v (1 Several assumptions have been made to obtain
the expression for the radiated heat18 :

S 2hv 1 (6) (a) Hydrogen-like atoms are considered
\p 2 eh/kT - (that means interactions between electrons in

multi-electron atoms are neglected)

where I is the spectral radiation intensity, I (b) quasi-classical calculationsis the spectral intensity for radiative p (the Bohr-atom model was used in all cases of

equilibrium, t isnaunit vector describing the transition calculations between atomic

direction of the emitted photons, c is the speed ) thermodynamic equilibrium
of flight, h is the Planck constant, k is the () Maxell-distribution of electrons
Boltzmann constant, V is the frequency and k is ( Maell-distrition of eletroni
the spectral absorption coefficient. Eqn. 1I is (e) small degrees of excitation and ionization
simplified by neglecting the last term on the ionization potential
right hand side19 which is equivalent to in this case an integration over the
neglecting reabsorption and integrated with (in this case an integration over theneglecting reasorption and integrated ith quasi-continuous energy levels of the atom is
respect to v using the expression possible rather than a summation. Thispossible rather than a summation. This

allows one to evaluate the sum in Eqn. 17)
4 10 14

S e 0 me 4 NAG { -(x -xn) + e_ 1 The above made assumptions allow one to
V6 3 av n n3 2x approximate the atomic electron partition function

v Qel,A . According to the Bohr-atom-model we have
(17)

* 2
where the lower limit principal quantum number n gn 2n (24)
is determined by the fact that for a given
frequency v the photon energy has to exceed the where n is the principal quantum number. Assuming
binding energy of the electron. me is the low temperatures ( < 11600 K) so as to satisfy the
electron mass, z is the nuclear charge, and NAG is requirement for low degrees of excitation and
the concentration of atoms in the ground state. ionization, Eq. 22 becomes
The x, are given by

el,A 2

S -- (18) Zel'dovich and Raizer 18 give the value Qel,A =
n kT 2.00053 at T-11600 K for Hydrogen.

aI being the ionization potential. The result of Applying the above expressions for PR in case
this integration is19 : of Helium is not really obvious, since electron

interactions within the atom have been neglected.
According to Zel'dovich and Raizer, however, this

P - .58-10 e4 1 jl 2.4041 ( W ) is possible for strongly excited states, since the
R AG x x cm 3 considered electrons move in very large orbits so

(19) that an approximate Coulomb field produced by a
charge Z* e, being the effective nucleus charge

The expression used in this paper, however, shielded by the lower orbiting electrons, similar
is modified by fitting constants according to Kemp to the one considered for Hydrogen acts on the
and Root 1 6 , which take into account plasma size strongly excited electrons. Again the
and pressure: Bohr-atom model was used in this explanation.

PR 17.2x10Z C2T  N+ c) -NA -e/7 (W The consideration of low excitation and
R 8 I elA m3  ionization degrees, i.e. low temperatures ( <

(20) 11600 K) and strongly excited states seems to be
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contradictory. However, they can be linked 20-- oN 2 I*A
together by the assumption of small photon a H2 10 ,T,
energies only; there will always be excitation 0 HE I Ar

even to high order atom states, they are merely E d Hi 10 Ar

less likely at lower temperatures. Assuming small * is
photon energies, transition can only occur in high
orbits, i.e. between strongly excited levels. o

N

The assumption of a Maxwell distribution of u 1
electrons was criticized by Batenin et.al.

7 who c
calculated a decay of the distribution function I
for Helium gas due to impurities like Nitrogen. v
Also, Batenin et.al.

13 
doubts the assumption of T

thermal equilibrium as a result of experiments
made with air toward higher incident power levels. weg
The herein performed radiation calculation can K

therefore only be considered as an approximation.

0 5000 10000 15000 20000

TEMPERATURE (K)

Numerical Model

The numerical scheme used is essentially the Fig. 3 Heat conductivity values for Hydrogen

same as the one mentioned by Kemp and Root
1 7 

and and Helium at 1 and 10 atm pressure.

described by Knecht
15
. The energy equation is

solved by a Runge-Kutta scheme for a certain
eigenvalue u. If this value is not the correct
one, the temperature profile will not satisfy the
condition given by Eqn. 6 but on the one hand will
either rise indefinitely for large z or go through correct profile for arbitrarily large values of z
a maximum, decrease and rise again indefinitely, meaning that for these z values the solution has
This is called an upper bound behavior. In the to be ignored. In case of non-radiation
case that the profile drops towards zero for large calculations, where one expects a flat profile for
z, the eigenvalue is called a lower bound. Then large z due to the one dimensional calculation and
the average of both eigenvalues is calculated and no radiation losses, the curve can be extrapolated
its behavior of either an upper or lower bound is for those large values of z by the flat profile
determined. If the average value is a upper already obtained for smaller values of z. In case
(lower) bound, the old upper (lower) bound is of radiation calculations, where the profile
updated by the average value and the older lower decreases with a previously unknown slope, this is
(upper) bound is kept so as to be used for not possible. A better scheme to avoid this
creating the next average value. When the upper difficulty was given by Keefer, Peters and
and lower bounds have converged to each other Crowder

20
. However, since it turned out that

within a given tolerance, the true eigenvalue is radiation losses are negligible this scheme was
said to be found along with the corresponding not used.
temperature profile and percentage absorbed
incident power. However, even the use of The required gas inlet velocity so as to
double-precision calculations will not produce a stabilize the plasma front is then

u .- (25)
o
0  

0

2.0-- where po is the density of the gas at the inlet

o H2 I At temperature, which was assumed to be 300 K. The

a H2 10 ATM velocity of the discharge with respect to the gas
n a HE l AT is
E o HE 10 ATM

A 1.5 7

u pu

A pl Ppl

A 1.0

c where p1p is the gas density at the maximum
T temperature given by the calculated temperature1-' 0o profilel5,16.

0.5 The temperature dependent input values for o,
X , Cp and the electron number density Ne are

c 4* approximated by cubic spline functions. For

K .Hydrogen the specific heat values were obtained
o.o0 .- I I I from Patch

2 1
, thermal conductivity from Touloukian

0 500ooo 10000o ooo 2000 et.al.
2 2 

and Vergaftik et.al.
2 3 . 

Electrical
conductivity values were given by Yos

2
4 and

TEIPRAT'oe (i) electron-number densities by Patch
2 5

. For Helium
specific heat values were obtained from Lick and
Emmons26 and thermal as well as electrical
conductivity from Lick and Emmons

27
. Electron

Fig. 2 Specific heat values for Hydrogen and number densities are given by Irmer2
8 

(see Figs. 2
Helium at 1 and 10 atm pressure. to 5).
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Fig. 4 Electrical conductivity values for Fig. 6 Experimental apparatus.
Hydrogen and Helium at 1 and 10 atm
pressure.

parallel to this connection are low and high
pressure manometers. At the outlet of the quartz

Experimental Apparatus tube the gas passes through a flow meter and then
either to a vacuum pump or released to the

The experimental assembly up can be seen atmosphere. Parallel to the waveguide, along the
schematically in Fig. 6. The microwave components slots, are mounted 5 photodiodes which deliver a
were manufactured by Gerling Laboratories. The voltage peak as soon as the luminous plasma passes
microwave power is generated by a 3000 W variable by, thus allowing the determination of the
power magnetron and fed into the microwave circuit velocity of the wave. Via a A/D-conversion board
consisting of waveguide components of 7.214 x the photodiode signals are fed into a PC where the
3.404 cm cross-sectional area. A 3-port data can be processed and stored. The ignition of
circulator protects the generator against the plasma is provided by a tungsten wire
reflected power by transferring it into a dummy installed inside the quartz tube. The wire is
water load. Three power meters register the heated by the electric fields and will transfer
forward, reflected and transmitted microwave emitted electrons which can ignite the plasma.
powers. A dummy load at the end of the microwave Tungsten was chosen because of its low work
circuit prevents reflection back into the slotted function. However, the ignition process fails
waveguide, where the plasma is located within a below certain power levels, thus limiting the
quartz tube of 20mm inner diameter and experimental data.
approxiamtely 120 cm length. Connected to the
quartz tube is the gas supply system. The gas is
provided by a pressurized tank and injected into Results
the quartz tube via a precision valve. Installed

The calculations were made for input power
levels between 1500 and 3000 W for Hydrogen and up
to 7000 W for Helium. The frequency was 2.45 GHz

xo02 and the dimensions of the waveguide as mentioned
5-- o i above. Gas inlet temperature was assumed to be

E . H2 AIT, 300 K. Figs. 7 to 10 show temperature profiles
L - from 500 to 3000 W input power for Hydrogen and
E a He I AT Helium, for 1 and 10 atm gas pressure. Remarkable
T HE 10 ATM is the significantly higher gas temperature for
o Helium due to the fact that no energy is lost inN  

dissociation as for Hydrogen. Higher dissociation
n .s--- losses for lower pressures might also be the
u reason that for Hydrogen at 1 atm hardly any
4 temperature increase can be found, although the

-o input power is increased from 500 to 3000 W. The
E 0 - "wiggles" in the 10 atm profiles for Hydrogen are

Sbelieved to be due to errors in the data sets.

0.5- Figs. 11 and 12 show the gas inlet
(propagation) velocities and the plasma velocities

/ vs. input power. The Helium curves show a quite
1 , linear behavior, Hydrogen for 1 and 10 atm,

.3 o 20 however, deviate from a linear curve. TheS 5 50 20 explanation might again be found in dissociation
losses which at higher power levels increase and

TEMPERATURE (K) therefore decrease the kinetic energy available
for the propagation process. In Fig. 12 one can

Fig. 5 Electron number density for Hydrogen observe a crossover of the velocities for both
and Helium at 1 and 10 atm pressure. pressures between Hydrogen and Helium. Fig. 13

gives the maximum gas temperatures showing the
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Fig. 13 Maximum gas temperature as a function Fig. 14 Percentage absorbed power as a
of input power (theoretical). Percentage absorbed power as a

function of input power (theoretical).

already discussed behavior for the various gases cavity propulsion configuration2 . It was further
and Fig. 14 the corresponding percentage absorbed observed that the same effect was responsible for
thcident power values. The length of the gas breaking the plasma apart: smaller portions of
containing quartz tube was chosen so that no power the discharge remain longer in the regions of
was transmitted (2m). As can be clearly seen in maximum E-field strength then follow the larger
Fig. 14, the curves for Hydrogen show a maximum. initial plasma, however, due to microwave
A very flat maximum is also given for Helium at 1 absorption in the larger discharge, extinguish and
atm pressure and 5000 W input power. For Helium are reformed in the next maximum field region.
at 10 atm a maximum could not be found up to 5000 Interpreting the photodiode signal shows that the
W input power, the percentage absorbed power keeps initial plasma propagation velocity close to the
increasing slightly. The reason for this behavior tungsten wire, where it is created, is faster than
is easily understood. The absorbed power is given farther down the quartz tube. The reason might be
by Eqn. 13 and by Eqn. 11 and 12. They show that found in the fact that in this region high
the absorbed power consists of temperature electron concentration due to emission from the
dependent functions a, which increases with wire provides higher ionization rates and
temperature and the exponential factor, which therefore faster plasma velocities.
decreases with temperature and Eo2 which increases
significantly with increasing input power. Since The results of the experiment are shown in
higher input power yields higher temperatures, as Figs. 15 and 16. Fig. 15 gives the measured
can be seen from Fig. 13, a will increase with plasma velocities for Helium and Nitrogen at 1 atm
increased input power and the exponential factor together with the numerical values for Helium at
will decrease, respectively. Because of the above 1 atm obtained from this paper and for Nitrogen at
mentioned significant increase of Eo2 with higher 1 atm 16 . The experimental velocities are the
input power, the total absorbed power will always average values of the four different velocities
increase with increased incident power. To obtain obtained between the five diodes. In case that
the percentage absorbed power, however, one has to the first value was significantly higher according
divide Eq. 13 by 4'/oEo

2zf, the input power, thus to the reasons given above, it was disregarded for
eliminating the influence of Eo . Therefore only the evaluation of the mean value. For Helium a
two functions, a and the exponential term remain reasonable agreement between numerical and
in the expression, one increasing, the other one experimental data could only be found towards
decreasing with input power, so that a maximum lower power levels, however, an enormous deviation
percentage absorbed incident power will be can be observed for power levels above 1550 W. It
obtained for a certain input power level. is believed that in this power range a change in

the propagation mode takes place towards either
All results hold for both non-radiation and resonant radiation or electron diffusion. Only

radiation calculations. The difference between further experiments, similar to the ones by Bethke
the two cases was too small to be seen on the and Ruess6 involving magnetic fields and blocking
graphs. Regarding the temperature profile a very windows can give clarity about the actual mode.
flat maximum could only be achieved for Hydrogen Nitrogen doesn't show this kind of behavior and
at 10 atm and 6500 input power, agrees reasonably well with the early numerical

model. Fig. 16 shows a comparison of the data for
The experimental investigations show a plasma Helium at 1081.7 W input power for various

of ellipsoidic shape propagating along the quartz pressures and Batenin's data for Helium at 1100 W4 .
tube towards the microwave source for both Helium A relatively good agreement is found for pressures
and Nitrogen. However, in both cases the above 0.4 atm, at 0.25 atm, however, another
propagation was not steady, especially towards propagation mode was observed again. It took
higher pressures a movement consisting of place at almost exactly the pressure values where
accelerations and decelerations in sequence was similar behavior was found for Xenon and Argon
observed. The reason for this behavior is due to according to Batenin et.al. 4 . Again only further
the field distribution along the waveguide which experiments can determine the actual process
shows maxima and minima in turn. In the case of a behind this propagation mode 6 . The percentage
field maximum, there is a tendency for the plasma absorbed power values for Helium at 1 atm range
to stay in this region such as in the microwave from the mid 60 to the low 70 percent, for
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10 4 Conclusions

l iAT RE 2 A numerical model of the microwave-heated

p 1  o o 'OEL planar propagating plasma in Hydrogen and Helium
L o 3 a 'EPEENT was used to calculate plasma velocities, maximum
s gas temperatures and percent absorbed incident

Spowers. A radiation term was included in the
A governing energy balance equation and it was found
Sthat thermal radiation has no effect on the
E 10 solution at the considered power levels.
o Experimental data for the plasma velocities in

_ Helium agree reasonably well with the numerically
T obtained values only for lower input power, above

to a  1550 W a mode change in propagation was observed
as well as for Helium at 1081.7 W and 0.25 atm

Spressure. Especially in the last case the
/ behavior of Helium is much more similar to other

s _I ______________ ___ inert gases "'
.7 

than previous experiments'

500 1000 15 o 2000 250o 3000 reported. For the molecular gas Nitrogen a much
better agreement was found. Further experiments,
involving studies regarding the effect of magnetic

PowER (1) fields and blocking windows on the discharge

Fig. 15 Comparison between numerically and velocity could determine the propagation mode for

experimentally obtained data for helium. The process of igniting the plasma should

Helium and itrogen at 1 atm gas be changed toward using a high voltage breakdown
Helum and Nitrogen at rather than heating a tungsten wire. The
pressure. disadvantage of the tungsten wire is that

measurements at lower power levels cannot be done
since the tungsten wire will not emit a sufficient
amount of electrons at those levels.

Nitrogen from the low 60 to the mid 60 percent.
For Helium at 1081.7 W input power the percentage Acknowledgements
absorbed power drops from approximately 65% at
0.25 atm to about 60% at 1 atm pressure. These Portions of this work was supported by the
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